 
 
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "Federation Vice" 10712.02
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: We rejoin our heroes and heroine in the forest outside the base
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The base is dark and without power
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Sits down in the forest and breathes heavily after the firefight and escape::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The team has ID cards and PADDs which provide them access to the base and information
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The party is undetected
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The party is together and hiding
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CTO: We really got their systems the big way. We can access just about anything we want and not get detected.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: Their power is out now, but it won't be long until they get some auxiliary power back up. We should get back into action pretty much right away.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CTO: On the other hand they are armed and they are about to shoot. Should we just try to find a way back to our ship and leave this planet?
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Scene: The guards are wandering around the base in the dark looking for the party with no success
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: standing, keeping an eye out as they wait.:: CSO: Except that we are very different in appearnce.  And I ask again, where is our energy cop?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: Escape is hardly an option.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Stands at the ready, waiting for any action.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: We need to finish what we started. The Particles are just too dangerous.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The Energy Cop is next to the party ready to assist
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: blinks::  Energy Cop::  Ohhh... I did not see you..
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Energy_Cop> Civ: I was invisible ::smiles::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
All: A short planning session is in order. CSO: What are our chances of reaching the facility with the particles undetected?
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CTO: How do you propose we destroy it?
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
Energy Cop: That must come in handy... :: looks down at John::  Can he do that?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CIV: I think you need to turn to Ens. Bogbinder our our Nexian friend on that.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CTO: It's hard to say. We don't know all the details of their guards now that they are on alerted state.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Energy_Cop> Civ: The Beast can become invisible sure
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CTO: They will probably not follow the usual shifts and patterns any more.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CIV: Of course, I'm able to come up with sending the particles into intergalactic space far away from everything. I don't know how safe they're there, though.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: That's for sure.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CTO: We obviously have tricorders and stuff to detect them but there might be surprises and we can't really plan in advance.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: I was afraid you'd say that.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Energy_Beast> ::itches his nose::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
All: It seems to me our best bet is to use the confusion of the guards. That means we should get to the particles and dispose of them in any possible way as soon as possible.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: nods to the padd::  CTO: Was there not something in there that told how to remove the particles safely?
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Keeps an eye on the area for any enemy forces .::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: kneels down to her new friend and mentally gives him a picture of disappearing.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Turns to the CSO, hoping he'll answer CIV's question::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CIV: We must transport them away from this planet and then detonate them somewhere it will not cause damage to civilizations.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The Energy Beast becomes invisible
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: The portal is probably of assistance there.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: blinks then looks at the CSO then to Senek::  CTO: So all we need to do is get in?
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CIV: The particles and the portal are in different facilities, and stealing the particles will probably not happen completely undetected.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CTO: Probably.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CIV: So we also need to get out and in again. And out. And have time to prepare a safe detonation.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CTO: You realize... if we get near them, unless that cure really works ::nods to the padd::  this is a death sentence for us.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Looks back at John and projects a picture in her mind of reappearing.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
Action: The Beast reappears and expects a treat
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CIV: That's a risk we have to take. There's no one else to stop the research.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::CTO: Perhaps the Dr.'s friend could be of some help to us in our endeavor.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Picking up the thought smiles and reaches into her small pouch to pull out an energy bar.::  Energy cop:  He is as bad as you... ::smilingly gives John half the bar.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Energy_Beast> ::munches on his snack::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
<Energy_Cop> Civ: Hey we like to eat
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
TO: Certainly. We need to use everything we have.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
TO: And our Energy Cop`
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
Energy Cop: So, the particles are on that facility. Would you be able to sneak in there and steal them?
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
Energy cop: Can he change shapes as well?
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
Energy Cop: Our body material is so static and undynamic.
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
CSO: I can sneak in and pose as a guard with one of the ids yes
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
All: So the plan is simple: get the particles, send them somewhere far away with the portal and blow them up.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Finds a ration and eats it, wishing he had a roast beef sandwich instead.::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Hides a smile as the being gets lots of questions at once.::
Host ACTD_JohnSea says:
CSO: I can then open a door and let you in
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
CTO: According to what we have learned, there are only three places the portal goes.
 
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
Energy Cop: Now that sounds a lot better than any alternatives we had before.
Host Energy_Cop says:
Civ: Yes
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CIV: One of them was intergalactic space. There's no one there to be bothered about it.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: projects a thought of John becoming a mouse.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
Energy cop: This sneaking you're suggesting sounds a lot better than just breaking in.
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The Energy Beast has never seen a mouse so he does his best and the result looks like a small dog with big ears and a long rat tail
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
Energy cop: How do you estimate your chances of succeeding in infiltrating the facility and letting us in undetected?
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: If you wish I will attempt to enter the base and open a service door around back
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: 90 percent
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
John: hmmm... my mental projection appears to be a bit off. I wanted you small enough to put in a pocket.  Hmmm...
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
Energy cop: That's an acceptable risk in this situation. If you volunteer, we'll wait for you at the back door.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
CIV: One would think that you'd suggest a shape it has actually seen.
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The Beast changes shape into a perfect small square
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
All: Anything more about the? If not, let's get moving.
TO_Lt_Knight says:
CTO: We have these IDs. Maybe our friend can utilize this along with its ability to shape shift.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
<..about the plan?>
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
TO: That would be more logical, but... I do not know what shapes he knows....
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The  Energy Cop changes shape and approaches the main door
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: blinks::  John: Oh... most handy.
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: He presents the ID from the guard the party knocked out earlier and he is admitted into the facility
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
TO: I think that was his plan.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Picks up the small square and puts it in her pocket.::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: A short while later a service door opens on the back of the building
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Starts jogging in the forest towards the point nearest to the back door and calls for the others to follow::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Follows the CTO, staying relatively close::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Going along with the team::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Scene: The party is able to make it to the door undetected since the lights and sensors are out
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Takes up the rear with vigilance.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Points for the TO to keep the rear and moves first himself::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
Energy cop: How's the situation? Lots of guards around, I assume?
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: The area is lightly guarded since they believe you are not in the building
 
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: The bombs are being held in secure storage in the rear of the building
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Does as instructed.::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
Energy Cop:  Why would they think that?  Not very wise as in such situations, things change.
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: They are being held in stasis canisters similar to the way you transport antimatter in magnetic bottles and antigravity units
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
Energy cop: Great. All: We have time to ponder on whether this is a trap or not, so let's just get to the bombs.
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Scanning the area with his tricorder::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Civ: Well the place wasn't expecting to be discovered and they are somewhat spread out looking for you
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Starts moving towards the area the energy cop pointed at:: Energy cop: How large and how many are they?
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Keeps a lookout as the group looks around.::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: shakes her head, trying to figure out how a geneticist finds herself in such a situation.::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: There are two guards guarding the bombs. a very sophisticated security system and automated death robots were guarded the bombs as well but the power failure has turned off the robots
 
OPS_Vaebn says:
::Romulan is looking around ::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Stops the moment he sees the guards::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::looks at some of the equipment near him, searching for the bombs. Figures that they'd be pretty complicated in construct.::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: stops short of running into Senek::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Points at the guards and whispers:: TO: Let's take them out. We can't risk detection here.
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The robots are limp on the ground but they are about 20 feet tall when standing they are humanoid in shape with large eyes
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: Those are death robots very nasty
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: looking at the robots, believes the energy cop::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Civ: Those were the guards security they were relying on
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Nods:: Energy cop: The power's out. For now.. so let's get this done quick.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Kneels and aims at one of the guards::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: nods in understanding::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
CTO: How?  I'm sure blowing them up would attract attention.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: though wondering how the energy of the building was connected to the robots... different technology, perhaps::
 
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: Perhaps the energy beast could assist us here
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
Energy cop: Please elaborate.
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: They dont know the beast is friendly
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: So if he were to run towards them they might think he is loose
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
Energy cop: I guess that's better than energy weapons fire..
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: Its a thought it would probably get one of them to chase him
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CIV: Can you instruct him to try lead the guards away?
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: quietly::  CIV: I think so... :: reaches into her pocket to pull out the square and gently puts it on the ground.::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
TO: Keep your aim on the guards, just in case. A couple of shots might go undetected, with all the power in the base being out.
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The Beast unfolds into his true self
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Projecting that John should return to shape, she has a treat ready for him.::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
CTO: aye. ::Readies his weapon.::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The Beast takes his treat
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
Energy Cop:  What is the command?
OPS_Vaebn says:
::Aims his phaser::
Host Energy_Cop says:
<Civ> The command is "Protect"
OPS_Vaebn says:
::Elements save us::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
Energy cop: Can you try sneaking behind and neutralizing the other guard while the other is way with the beast? If our flesh wasn't such a distraction here, we shouldn’t have to send you on the most dangerous mission alone again..
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Projects for John to growl and move toward the two guards... then quietly commands::  John: Protect...
Host Energy_Cop says:
CTO: Of course
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The Beast on command believes his new friend is in danger and changes the guards
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Begins sweating a bit, knowing that there will be a fight and if they stay alive, he must then disarm Omega bombs::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The guards believe the beast is loose and try to shew him away but he jumps on one and both guards begin to wrestle with the beast
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: watches, remaining unseen::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The Energy Cop runs up ands says "here let me help you, bad dog!”
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Gets worried as she does not want John hurt.::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: sighs as the energy cop helps::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The then proceeds to knock out one of the guards
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Takes aim at the guards, ready to fire if any trouble follows::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Keeps breath calm and steady, finger hovering above the trigger.::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The Beast is wrestling with the last guard and he drops his gun
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
~~~~ John: Return~~~~  :: gives a mental picture of the beast coming to her.::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: On command the beast stops and runs back
OPS_Vaebn says:
CTO: Do we fire?
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The guard is momentarily stunned
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Signals OPS not to::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CTO: As soon as you call the area clear, I will begin disarming the bombs.
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Pulls out another energy bar, thinking she was going to need to carry a large supply around with her.  Breaking one in half, she gives it to him, projecting her thanks and pleasure to him.::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
CTO: Just cover me in any case.
OPS_Vaebn says:
::Jolan'Tru robots , Vaebn thinks to himself::
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
All: You will have to be quick.
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
CSO: The guard seems to be stunned. Go, fast.
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The Beast eagerly takes his treat
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Runs to the bombs and begins disarming them::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The CSO is able to grab and steal the bombs now is he wants
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
::Takes some steps behind the CSO, aiming at the stunned guard::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Scene: The bombs are in antigrav bottles
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: While the others deal with the bomb, she walks over to the robot, carefully::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Grabs the bombs and runs away::
CTO_Cmdr_Senek says:
TO, OPS: Go make sure that our way back is clear. Don't shoot unless you absolutely have to.
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The CSO is able to disarm the bomb
OPS_Vaebn says:
::Runs behind adn scans the area::
Host Energy_Cop says:
Action: The team is able to make it back to the forest with OPS leading them, undetected
CIV_Dr_Storm says:
:: Slightly out of breath, she makes sure John is with her as she waits to see what next, the memory of the robot in her mind.::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Rushes near the exit and takes a look about the area and the stunned guards, keeps his phaser on them.::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Breathing heavily after running so fast::
OPS_Vaebn says:
::Looks at his friend and smiles::
CSO_Ens_Bogbinder says:
::Stops behind some bush, carefully laying the bombs on the ground::
TO_Lt_Knight says:
::Stays with the group, holding the rear.::
OPS_Vaebn says:
All: The Elements have been kind to us. ::smiles::
 Host Energy_Cop says:
Pause USS Andromeda 10712.02


